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SENSIENT NATURAL INGREDIENTS ANNOUNCES
GLUTEN‐FREE CERTIFICATION
Entire ingredient portfolio verified by Gluten‐Free Certification Organization
TURLOCK, California — Sensient Natural Ingredients, a global producer of
wholesome, agriculture‐based ingredients and solutions, has announced that its entire
line of ingredients recently achieved gluten‐free certification by the Gluten‐Free
Certification Organization, a program of the Gluten Intolerance Group of North
America.
“Throughout 2014, we received an increasing number of inquiries from our
customer base to include gluten testing as part of our quality control system,” said
Michael Swenson, Director of Business Development at Sensient Natural Ingredients.
“As we began testing individual ingredients, we realized that all
of our products are in fact gluten‐free and meet the standard
recognized by the Gluten‐Free Certification Organization.”
To attain certification, Sensient Natural Ingredients
submitted to a comprehensive audit of its facilities and products.
Upon the successful audit and confirmation that each ingredient contains 10 ppm

gluten or less, the entire line was certified as gluten‐free. As such, each ingredient in
the Sensient portfolio is appropriate for use in Certified Gluten‐Free formulations
bearing the official logo.
“More and more consumers are considering allergen content before committing
to a purchase, and this trend doesn’t seem to be slowing down any time soon,” said
Nestor Ramirez, Division Chef at Sensient Natural Ingredients. “We are dedicated to
providing the safest and healthiest ingredients, and this newest certification is just
another investment into the food safety and quality control measures that distinguish
us within the industry.”
The Gluten‐Free Certification Organization is the leading gluten‐free certification
program in the world, providing unmatched reliability in a marketplace increasingly
concerned with allergen content.
For more information, or to learn how to collaborate with Sensient Natural
Ingredients, contact sni.sales@sensient.com, 209‐667‐2777 or visit:
www.sensientnaturalingredients.com.
About Sensient Natural Ingredients LLC:
Sensient Natural Ingredients is a business unit of Sensient Technologies Corporation, a
leading global manufacturer and marketer of colors, flavors and fragrances. At
Sensient Natural Ingredients, scientists, growers, and product experts work as one to
cultivate the ideal ingredients for a broad range of applications. From field to final
product, Sensient Natural Ingredients dedicates its resources to achieving quality,
customer‐specific objectives. From its global facilities, Sensient supplies a broad range
of spices, herbs, vegetables, grains, fruits and botanicals that add a range of functional
benefits to foods including flavor, texture, color and nutrition while keeping labels
simple, clean and trusted. www.sensientnaturalingredients.com
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